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What is an accident model?

• Describing the relationship between explanatory variables 

and frequency and/or severity of accidents

• Frequency models are often called Safety Performance 

Functions

• Very basic model (NPRA Håndbok V723):

Nbr of accidents = a * Exposure         [accident rate]

• Advanced model (Jonsson 2005):

Nbr of accidents = 

0,432*Length*NbrPed0,35*AADT0,76*eLanduse+Function+Visibility

• One of the earliest models (Smeed 1949):

Nbr of fatalities = 0,0000993*NbrRegVeh0,3377*Pop0,7323
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What do we need them for?

• Estimating 'normal' for comparison with 'observed' level 

of safety

• For use in Before-After studies using Baeysian methods

• (Exploration/Interpretation)
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Accidents as a statistical phenomena

• Historical development:

– Normal distribution

– Poisson distribution

– Negative Binomial distribution

– (various other distributions tested but NB has stood 

the test so far)

• NB models:

– Nbr of accidents = a * 𝑒σ 𝑏𝑖×𝑥𝑖



LESSONS LEARNED
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Correlation ≠ Causation

• Spurious correlations

• There is no such thing as truly independent variables in 

real world safety studies

Ex: Speed level and number of accidents has a negative 

correlation but positive causation 
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Accident types differ

• Different causes → Different explanatory variables and 
different parameter values

• Mixing rear end collisions and single vehicle accidents is 
like mixing apples and baseballs

However:

• Splitting too much results in too few events to model

• Splitting into homogeneous groups usually result in a 
final very heterogenous ‘slush’ group

 A need for compromise between splitting into 
homogeneous groups and having enough data 
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Calibration vs. Validation

Models are always calibrated, but rarely validated

• Calibration: pursuit of goodness of fit

• Validation: predicting new situations

We shouldn’t just calibrate a model, but also validate it 
against ‘new’ data

Some experiences in this regard:

• Complex models with many variables calibrates well

• But basic models usually work just as well at predicting 
new situations

• Risk of overestimation
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Exposure data

• Exposure (AADT, Veh. Mileage, Encounters etc.) is the 

most important variable in the SPF’s

– Lack of good exposure data for vulnerable road users

– What is the best measure of exposure?

• Exposure x Accident risk x Injury/severity risk
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Summing up

Creating good models is an art that requires both statistical 

and topical knowledge

• Models based on cross-sectional data is not very good 

for establishing causal relationships

• Study different accident types separately 

(as far as possible)

• Don’t overestimate the value of a good fit, validate!

• Good models need good data
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Thank you!


